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iave been delivered by Hemacandra to Kumarapala, and
lives an exaggerated account of how the latter carried them
nto practice. This lengthy work is dreary and devoid of any
iterary merit or historical value. The work is useful
mly as a landmark. It shows how, within two decades,
:he Jaina sadhus canonised Hemacandra and Kumarapala,
ind absorbed them so completely in their religious
iterature that they ceased to be looked upon as men.
[dolatry, in literature as in life, finds a fertile soil in
[ndia, and ruins the literary gifts of many who would be
noteworthy writers but for it.
The author's other works are SumaiinUthacariia, a
religious work; SuktimuktUvall, a collection of didactic
verses; Satnrthdknvyam, verses having a hundred
neanings; and SvhgUravairUgyaiara^inl, a tirade against
ivomen. None of these are of any literary value.
A remarkable work is Pancftkhyfina by Purnabhadra
[1199). It is a revised version of Pancatantra of
Vishnusarman. This edition, prepared by the sadhu at the
Instance of a minister of Jhalora, has enabled modern
scholars to restore this valuable contribution of India to
the literature of the world.
Ill
Ajayapala died in 1176, and was succeeded by his
infant son, Bala Mularaja, who died in c. 1178. During
this period Mahmud, or Shahab-ud-din Ghori, invaded
Gujarata; but its seasoned army led by the queen-
nother, Naikadevi, drove back the invader.
In c. 1179 the throne of Patana came to be occupied
by Bhima II. He styled himself Abhinava Siddharaja, but
chroniclers have dubbed him Bholo, the Simpleton. The
feudatories revolted against his authority, but were soon
suppressed by Arnoraja Vaghela, a Calukya of Dholka, who
threw his weight on the side of his king. Arnoraja's son,
Lavanyaprasada, or Lavanaprasada, whom Bhima appoint-
sd a sarvesvara, dictator, followed in his father's footsteps
and, with the assistance of his son Viradhavala, consolidated
the authority of Patana.
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